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GCA RUN OF THE MONTH AWARD DECEMBER 2019 

“ZIPPING COSMO” 
The GCA Run of the Month for December 2019 has been awarded to hard chasing Queensland bitch Zipping 

Cosmo for her gutsy win in the Group 2 Bogie Leigh Queensland Futurity on December the 12 at Albion Park. 

                                                                  Zipping Cosmo in action 

 

Zipping Cosmo looked beaten several times in the run, however she refused to give in and had her nose out at 

the right time to score. 

Beginning okay she got shuffled back to fourth and fifth early but using great track sense she railed brilliantly 

around the first turn and chasing hard found the lead down the back straight, that was only for a moment as up 

on her outside the red runner Kooringa Lucy took control. 

It was a battle royal with other chances not far away but into the home straight proper, the two front runners 

settled down to fight it out with Zipping Cosmo head down and chasing hard prevailed right on the line.  

“She’s not the fastest bitch the in the world but she just finds a way to get her head in the frame which is a really 

admirable quality considering she’s done it in a Young Guns and now a Group Two Futurity,” Trainer Barry 

Kitchener said after the win. 

“A lot of dogs struggle around that first corner at Albion Park and even though she might get back she always 

manages to avoid any trouble, couple that with her ability and she’s a chance in any race.” 
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Zipping Cosmo is a Black Bitch whelped September 2017 by My Bro Fabio from Zipping Meg (Malfoy x Cho 

Chang). She is raced by the Pound Lika Hound Syndicate and trained by Barry Kitchener at Laidley Heights in 

Queensland. She has now won nine races and been placed on 14 occasions from her 35 starts. Zipping 

Cosmo’s overall prizemoney stands at $94,910.   

 
GCA congratulates owners the Pound Lika Hound Syndicate, trainer Barry Kitchener and Zipping Cosmo for 

winning the award for December. She joins Hooked on Scotch (2) Feral Franky, Sennachie and Shima Shine as 

the first six winners of the GCA Run of the Month in the new financial year of 2019-2020.  

                                   Trainer Barry Kitchener with Zipping Cosmo after the Futurity win 
                                             
                     

Checkout the GCA Website at www.greyhoundclubsaustralia.com.au for a replay of the run of 
the Month 
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